Inspected for Quality.

The manufacturers of the Ascent take great care in producing a quality product. Quality assurance inspections are performed on each and every model to ensure all features & components are in top working order.

Each Ascent Vaporizer has an individual serial number to ensure authenticity. If your Ascent doesn’t have a serial number, please contact us.
What Comes In the Box

Thank you for purchasing the Ascent by DaVinci! As innovators leading the way in the vaporizer industry, we always strive to deliver premium products and provide exceptional consumer satisfaction and service. Your Ascent features many technology functions not offered by other popular vaporizers.

We packaged reliability, function, and style in your new vaporizer to bring the most advanced vaporizer in the market!

Inside the box you will find:

1. Ascent unit
2. User Manual
3. Extra glass straw set
4. Screen set which contains 3 screens and a metal pick
5. Pair of glass oil jars
6. Ascent charger
7. Black velvet carrying case for your Ascent
8. Ascent sticker
9. DaVinci social card
# Ascent Advantage

## Stylish Design
Introducing the first glass on glass portable vaporizer. For convenience, this vape is pocket sized, digital, sleek, and smooth.

## Temperature Control
With a temperature range up to 430°F/221°C, the Ascent offers precision temperature control allowing the user to vaporize a variety of blends and oils.

## Technology
Unique features such as ceramic radiant heat, a motion sensor, an auto shut-off timer, and personal vape settings, allow for a completely customized experience.

## Extended Battery Life
Premium long-life rechargeable lithium-ion batteries offers 2+ hours of continuous run-time.

## All Glass Pure Vapor Path
Catering to the most discerning vaporizer enthusiast, glass lends to the Ascent’s pure taste and easy cleaning.

---
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Important Information: Warnings

Battery Warning: This unit contains lithium-ion batteries; please be sure to discard of them in the proper receptacle. Do not dispose of in trash. Do not overcharge.

Heat Warning: Unit may become hot after long periods of usage. Refrain from coming in direct contact with bottom grill and main heating chamber when hot and keep the unit away from all flammable material. Although DaVinci has included safety precautions during the manufacturing process, do not leave the unit unattended when the heat is turned on or while the unit is still hot. When using the oil jar, keep Ascent unit in upright position and insert included oil jar lid to prevent leaking. Use caution when heating material in oil jar as hot contents may leak from unit if the oil jar lid isn’t fully installed.

Glass Warning: Use caution when handling glass pieces. To avoid breakage, always make sure internal glass piece is fully inserted when closing unit. Check all glass pieces frequently for cracks, chips or breaks. If breakage occurs, discard the glass piece immediately and do not use.

**Disclaimer: The Ascent Vaporizer is designed as a mobile solution for the practitioners of aromatherapy and should be used for dry herbal blends and oils. This unit is not intended for use with illegal substances and is intended for adults over the age of 18. Keep away from children.**

The Ascent

Stainless Steel Pick

Every Ascent comes packaged with 2 stainless steel picks.

Unit A

While in use, the following pieces are used:

1. Main Power Button
2. Settings Button
3. Glass Bowl Chamber
4. Power Adapter Port
5. (+) Up Button
6. Battery Charge Level
7. Heating Bowl Indicator
8. Digital Temperature
9. (-) Down Button
10. Unit’s Mouthpiece
11. Glass Mouthpiece
12. Metal Pick
OLED Screen
(Organic Light-Emitting Diode)
This advanced digital display showcases precision temperature, accurate battery life, and informs users of heat progression and readiness.

Unit Mouthpiece
While the retractable glass mouthpiece is geared for individual use, the unit’s oval mouthpiece turns this personal vaporizer into something that can be shared. Simply retract the glass mouthpiece and use the Ascent via the unit’s oval mouthpiece. This feature enhances sanitary use.

Stainless Steel Pick
Every Ascent comes packaged with 2 metal picks; one located near the mouthpiece as shown and the other in the accessory packaging. Use this pick for stirring, removing oil cans from the chamber, or dislodging elements that are stuck in the vaporizer.

Carrying Pouch
Every unit comes with a velvet-like black carrying case. The pouch protects the unit and makes the vaporizer more discreet than ever.
Ascent How To Guide

Step 1: Plug the wall charger into the port on the lower half of the unit. Charges should require approximately 5 hours.

Step 2: Power on the device by pressing the Main Power Button located next to the mouthpiece. The OLED will display.

Ascent How To Guide Continued

Step 3: Load your vaporizer by opening the swiveled bottom chamber towards you. Load the bowl with tobacco or filled oil jars and close the bottom chamber.

Step 4: Use the Temperature (+) Up/(-) Down buttons to accurately set the desired vaporizer temperature.
Ascent How To Guide Continued

Step 5: While the heat bowl is ascending to the selected temperature it will display a thermometer. When the temperature is at the desired setting, the heat bowl with vapor icon will appear.

Step 6: Enjoy the aromatherapy device from the retractable glass mouthpiece or vape directly from the unit’s oval mouthpiece.

Ascent Vaporizer Settings

The Ascent features 4 OLED programmable modes that are activated through the settings button 🛠️.

Wait 5 seconds before selecting another feature or temperature setting.

Mode 1: Switch between Farenheit and Celsius

With the OLED turned on, press the 🛠️ button, hold for 5 seconds and release. The “F” or “C” indicator will appear at the top of the screen.

(🛠️, hold for 5 sec)

Mode 2: Turn heat bowl on/off

To save the battery charge without shutting the unit off, the unit features an option to turn the heat bowl on or off.

Pressing the 🛠️ button, then the 🛠️ button will deactivate the heat bowl and turn the heating element off. A bowl icon, without the vapor lines 🛠️, will appear to signal that the heat bowl is off.

(🛠️ + 🛠️ = heat bowl off 🛠️)

Pressing the 🛠️ button, then the 🏆 button will activate the heat bowl and turn the heating element on. The thermometer appears to indicate heating. Once heated, the bowl icon, with vapor lines, will appear to signal that the heat bowl is on 🛠️.

(🛠️ + 🏆 = 🛠️)
Mode 3: Set the motion sensor timer

The Ascent's motion sensor can be adjusted by setting the motion sensor timer. The timer is depicted by a clock icon and digital display. This feature not only saves the battery level charge, but also provides an additional safety feature.

From the OLED's home screen, press the \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}} 2 times. The clock icon with a digital time display \text{\textcolor{blue}{will appear for approximately 5 seconds. While the clock icon is displayed, press the \textcolor{blue}{button} or \textcolor{blue}{button} to adjust the timer between 30 seconds and 20 minutes.}} \text{\textcolor{blue}{(2x = then, \textcolor{blue}{button} to add time or \textcolor{blue}{button} to decrease time).}}

Mode 4: Personal vape cycle

The personal vape cycle mode allows a user to adjust the heat bowl to a specific temperature for a specific selected time. Up to 3 different vape cycles can be programmed and is saved in the memory for subsequent usage.

From the OLED home screen, press the \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}} 3 times. The display will feature 3 individual temperatures with 3 corresponding timers.

To adjust the 1st temperature vape cycle, press the \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}} once. The 1st temperature will flash to indicate that it is ready to be programmed. Press the \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}} or \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}} to set the desired vape cycle temperature. Pressing the \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}} again, will allow the corresponding timer to be programmed. While the 1st vape cycle type is flashing, press the \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}} or \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}} button to set the desired vape cycle timer. Repeat for the remaining 2 cycles.

\text{\textcolor{blue}{(3x = 1st vape cycle}}\textcolor{red}{= increase} \textcolor{red}{= decrease} \textcolor{red}{again = set & move to next programming cycle).}

Repeat for remaining vape cycles.

Note: Activating the personal vape cycle mode, automatically activates the heat bowl. To deactivate the heat bowl, simply wait for the home screen, and deactivate the heat bowl by pressing the \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}} once then press the \text{\textcolor{blue}{button}}.

FIND DETAILED "HOW TO" VIDEOS ON:
www.DaVinciVaporizer.com
**The Oil Jar for Essential Oils**

Important: Do not place oils directly into the ceramic heating bowl.

The provided glass oil jars can be used to vape oils both with or without the black medical grade silicone lid. Note: If used without the lid, keep the Ascent upright or hot oil will spill.

1. Using the oil jar
   - Fill oil jar a quarter of the way with product.
   - Load oil jar into the ceramic bowl prior to turning on the unit.
   - Refer to the Basic Vape Temperature Guide on page 17 and set the temperature accordingly.

2. Removing the glass oil jar
   - Allow the unit to cool down before removal.
   - Gently use the provided metal pick to lift the jar.

CAUTION: AFTER USE THE OIL JAR WILL BE HOT.

* Be sure to follow manufacturer’s guidelines when vaping essential oils

---

**Cleaning your Ascent**

Do not submerge the body of the Ascent in water or any solution at any time.

As a precaution, always be sure to allow the device to cool down before attempting to clean any parts.

1. Cleaning the vapor path
   - Remove the glass mouthpiece from the top.
   - Open the Ascent at the hinge and remove the internal glass straw.
   - Soak both glass pieces in a solution of isopropyl alcohol until clean. Rinse with clean water.

* A pipe cleaner may be of assistance when cleaning the glass straw and mouthpiece.
2. Clean the glass lined ceramic chamber
   • Make sure the chamber is empty prior to cleaning.
   • Wet a small cloth or q-tip with water or isopropyl alcohol and rub this around the chamber until clean.

3. Clean the oil jars
   • Remove oil jars from unit and soak in isopropyl alcohol. Rinse with clean water.

* A small cloth or q-tip may be used for cleaning the chamber.

For more tips on “how to use” or “how to clean” find us on: www.DaVinciVaporizer.com

---

Ascent FAQ’s

What materials is the Ascent made from?
Featuring only top grade premium materials. Depending on your model the exterior may consists of hydro-printing and a multitude of leathers. The filling chamber is comprised of glass lined ceramic which holds and distributes heat at a consistent temperature, ensuring your materials are evenly roasted. Furthermore, the material and vapor-path are 100% glass, eliminating contaminants and offering the purest vapor available. All electronic components including the OLED screen are housed separately from the vapor-path.

What heating element is used?
DaVinci specifically engineered the glass lined ceramic chamber used in the Ascent to provide the most efficient, clean and deep heat available. The ceramic heating element creates long wave infrared heating, allowing heat to deeply penetrate the center of the chamber and infiltrate any substance evenly. Allowing the ceramic element to slowly reach the desired temperature results in optimal performance by providing consistent, yet accurate temperature control throughout. What this means for you, is the catalyzation of more active ingredients and cleaner vapor.
Ascent FAQ's Continued

What can be used in the Ascent?
The design was specifically built to accommodate both dry herbs and essential oils. No additional adapters need be purchased for oils; it comes equipped with 2 oil jars.

Does the vapor smell?
While vaporizers were created to allow users to enjoy desired blends in places where smoking may not be permitted, we do advise that all users be conscientious of their surroundings. Although the vapor dissipates very quickly, it does emit a slight aroma, especially at higher temperatures.

How often does the Ascent need to be cleaned?
The glass air-path is 100% removable for easy cleaning. Depending on your material, whether it is an herb blend or an essential oil, will determine how often you will need to clean it. When using oils, we advise that you clean it every other use. For herbal blends it will be at the discretion of the user.

My vaporizer temperature stops at 221°.
The unit may be set to display Celsius. Hold the settings button down for 5 seconds and release. The vaporizer will switch to Fahrenheit and the display will show 430°F.

Troubleshooting Guide

The unit won’t stop charging.
Verify that the unit is plugged in. After 6 hours of charging time, the battery has maxed its charging capacity. Due to normal degradation of batteries, the OLED screen may indicate that charging is continued when in fact full charge has been reached.

My unit randomly shuts off.
As a safety feature, the Ascent has a default motion sensor. Refer to Mode 3 on page 9 of this manual to check the auto-off timer setting.

My oil jar is stuck in the ceramic bowl.
Allow the heat bowl to get warm, then use the metal pick to gently lift the oil jar from the ceramic bowl.

I can’t open the bottom chamber.
1. If essential oils have been used, material may have leaked and is causing the chamber to bind together. Allow the heat chamber to get warm to release the oils.

2. The unit’s internal glass straw may have dropped into the chamber. Insert a small object into the grill through the heat bowl, to push the internal glass straw back into place.
Basic Vape Temperature Guide

MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY FOR ASCENT VAPORIZER

This warranty does not affect your legal (statutory) rights under your applicable national laws relating to the sale of consumer products. Organicix LLC provides this Warranty to the purchaser of the Ascent VapORIZER included in the sales package ("Product").

During the warranty period, Organicix LLC or an Organicix, LLC authorized service company will, in a reasonable time, remedy defects in the device free of charge by repairing or, should Organicix, LLC deem it necessary, replacing the Product in accordance with this Warranty.

This warranty is only valid and enforceable in the country where you purchased the Product provided that Organicix, LLC has intended the Product for sale in that country.

Register your Ascent online to activate the manufacturer's warranty at: www.DaVinciVaporizer.com/Ascent-product-registration

2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY PERIOD

The two (2) year limited warranty period starts at the time of Product's original purchase by the first end-user. An original bill of sale is required to redeem the warranty. This Product consists of several different parts and different parts may be covered by a different warranty period depending on the lifecycle of each part. (Hereinafter "Warranty Period"). The general Warranty Periods is Two (2) Years for the Ascent Vaporizer and includes all attached parts, craftsmanship, electronics, heating chamber, and structural integrity. The Lithium ion batteries however are subject to degradation and reduced run time over the course of regular use thus carries a warranty of 90 days after purchase to perform as designed for 90 minutes of continuous usage at 200 degrees F.

(Battery Note: While Organicix LLC took great care in selecting long life premium quality Lithium-ion batteries due to their non-memory features and ability to cycle 300 times preceding degradation, work time will gradually diminish with extended use).

Part(s) repaired or replacement product during the Warranty Period will be warranted for the remainder of the original Warranty Period or for Ninety (90) days from the date of repair of replacement, whichever is longer.

Organicix LLC cannot warranty units purchased from unauthorized retailers.
HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY SERVICE

If you wish to make a claim under this warranty, please obtain an Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) and then return your Product or the affected part to Organicix LLC or an Organicix LLC authorized Service Company. You can call Organicix LLC customer service at 1-800-336-7224 or visit us at www.davincivaporizer.com/contact-us/.

Any claim under this warranty is subject to you notifying Organicix LLC or a Organicix LLC authorized service company of the alleged defect within a reasonable time of it having come to your attention and in any event no later than before the expiration of the warranty period.

When making a claim under this Limited Warranty you will be required to provide: a) the Product (or the affected part) and b) the original proof of purchase, which clearly indicates the name and address of the seller, the date and place of purchase and the product type.

For more information go to: www.DaVinciVaporizer.com/warranty

WHAT IS NOT COVERED?

1. This warranty does not cover user manuals, packaging, accessories (glass oil jars, glass mouthpieces, cloth cover, etc.), any third party manuals, or promotional materials whether physical or downloadable.

2. This warranty does not cover a) normal wear and tear, defects caused by rough handling (including, without limitation, defects caused by sharp items, etc.); b) prolonged exposure to the sun, by water damage, by bending, compressing, or dropping, etc.); c) defects or damage caused by misuse of the Product, including use that is contrary to the instructions provided by Organicix LLC and/or d) discoloration or loss of paint, or other acts beyond the reasonable control of Organicix LLC.

3. This warranty does not cover defects or alleged defects caused by the fact that the Product was used with or connected to, any product, accessory and/or service not manufactured, or supplied by Organicix LLC or was used otherwise than for its intended use.

4. This warranty is not enforceable and is void if the Product has been disassembled, opened, modified or repaired by anyone other than Organicix LLC or an Organicix LLC authorized service center.

5. This warranty is not enforceable and is void if the Product has been exposed to moisture, dampness, extreme thermal conditions, corrosion, oxidation, spillage of food or liquid, influence from chemical products, environmental conditions or to rapid changes in such conditions.

6. This warranty is not enforceable and is void if the Product is returned to Organicix LLC or an Organicix LLC authorized service center and contains any illegal substances in any device, spare parts or accessories.

7. This warranty is not enforceable and is void if the Product is damaged in any way due to incorrect cleaning and maintenance.

8. This warranty does not include accessories and consumable spare parts or other items purchased in conjunction with the DaVinci Vaporizer products, unless otherwise stated.

9. This warranty is not enforceable if the Product is sold through an unauthorized reseller, including unauthorized internet resellers. All authorized Internet sellers have a unique seller code provided directly from Organicix LLC and are listed on the DaVinciVaporizer.com website.

OTHER IMPORTANT NOTICES

If the Product is found not to be covered by the terms and conditions of this warranty, Organicix LLC and its authorized service companies reserve the right to charge a handling fee. When repairing or replacing the Product, Organicix LLC may use products or parts that are new, equivalent to new or re-conditioned. Your Product may contain country specific elements. If the Product has been re-exported from its original destination country to another country, the Product may contain country specific elements that are not considered to be a defect under this warranty.

LIMITATION OF ORGANICIX, LLC'S LIABILITY

This Warranty is your sole and exclusive remedy against Organicix LLC and Organicix LLC's sole and exclusive liability in respect of defects in your Product. This Warranty replaces all other Organicix LLC warranties and liabilities in regard to the Ascent Vaporizer, whether oral, written, (non-mandatory) statutory, contractual, in tort or otherwise, including, without limitation, and where permitted by applicable law, any implied conditions, warranties or other terms as to satisfactory quality or fitness for purpose. However, this Warranty shall neither exclude nor limit 1) any of your legal (statutory) rights under the applicable national laws or 2) any of your rights against the seller of the Product.

To the extent permitted by applicable law(s) Organicix LLC does not assume any liability for any loss of profit, loss of use of Products or functionality, loss of business, loss of contracts, loss of revenues or loss of anticipated savings, increased costs or expenses or for any indirect loss or damage, consequential loss or damage or special loss or damage. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Organicix LLC liability shall be limited to the purchase value of the Product.

Ascent by DaVinci
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